GEORGE THE THIRD
other honest men in watching the conduct of this unnatural com-
bination, and I hope many months will not elapse before the
Grenvilles, the Pitts, and odier men of abilities and character will
relieve me from a situation that nothing could have compelled me
to submit to but the supposition that no other means remained of
preventing the public finances from being materially affected.
#	*	#
portland took ms colleagues to kiss hands on April 2nd, 1783.
To the onlookers it was clear that the King had the greatest
difficulty in concealing his feelings of aversion to the proceedings.
The new Master-General of the Ordnance maliciously related
how when Fox kissed hands he saw the King
turn back his ears and eyes, just like the horse at Astley's when the
tailor, he had determined to throw, was getting on him.
But actually George received Portland and Fox with genuine
graciousness: it was only North who was received coldly. Fox,
who was the soul of generosity, by no means disapproved of the
treatment which the Ministry received at the King's hands. As
early as April loth he wrote:
The King continues to behave with every sign of civility, and some-
times even with cordiality.
Fox was even prepared to admit how difficult it was for George
to treat them in any other way than as enemies.
Difficulties loomed ahead. There was an unratified peace to be
dealt with—the raison d'etre of the new Administration's existence.
The old promises to effect measures of parliamentary reform and
limit the influence of the Crown had to be fulfilled unless the
risk of loss of popularity was to be run. And something handsome
must be done for that * estimable young man,5 the Prince of Wales,
whom * dear Charles' and his friends were certain was so terribly
misunderstood by his narrow-minded and dictatorial father.
Again it was Pitt, and not a member of the Government, who
championed the cause of parliamentary reform. In May he
brought forward a scheme which was far more constructive than
the one which he had supported in the previous year. It was
given half-hearted support by one section of the Adinistry; but
by the other it was roundly condemned as an unnecessary, and
even unconstitutional, measure; and as a result it was turned out
by a big majority. Outside Parliament the extremists were
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